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Disclaimer

 
All services and content of QuizOver.com are provided under QuizOver.com terms of use on an "as is" basis,

without warranty of any kind, either expressed or implied, including, without limitation, warranties that the provided

services and content are free of defects, merchantable, fit for a particular purpose or non-infringing.

 
The entire risk as to the quality and performance of the provided services and content is with you.

 
In no event shall QuizOver.com be liable for any damages whatsoever arising out of or in connection with the use

or performance of the services.

 
Should any provided services and content prove defective in any respect, you (not the initial developer, author or

any other contributor) assume the cost of any necessary servicing, repair or correction.

 
This disclaimer of warranty constitutes an essential part of these "terms of use".

 
No use of any services and content of QuizOver.com is authorized hereunder except under this disclaimer.

 
The detailed and up to date "terms of use" of QuizOver.com can be found under:

 
http://www.QuizOver.com/public/termsOfUse.xhtml
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http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/3.0/

 
You are free to:

 
Share: copy and redistribute the material in any medium or format

 
The licensor cannot revoke these freedoms as long as you follow the license terms.

 
Under the following terms:

 
Attribution: You must give appropriate credit, provide a link to the license, and indicate if changes were made. You

may do so in any reasonable manner, but not in any way that suggests the licensor endorses you or your use.

 
NonCommercial: You may not use the material for commercial purposes.

 
NoDerivatives: If you remix, transform, or build upon the material, you may not distribute the modified material.

 
No additional restrictions: You may not apply legal terms or technological measures that legally restrict others

from doing anything the license permits.
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4. Chapter: Lesson 04: "Robinson Crusoe" Economics

 

1. Lesson 04: "Robinson Crusoe" Economics Questions
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4.1.1. Does economics assume that people act in isolation from the rest of...

 

Does economics assume that people act in isolation from the rest of society?

 
No, the point of studying Robinson Crusoe is simply to keep the analysis as simple as possible for the

student.

In the next part of the book, we will explain the operation of a market economy, which is composed of many

people.

However, the same principles that apply to Crusoe also apply to individuals in a market—the presence of

other people is simply another feature of the environment, as it were.

 
 

Author: Robert Murphy

Check the answer of this question online at QuizOver.com:
Question: Does economics assume that people act in by Dr. Robert Murphy @Mises

Flashcards:
http://www.quizover.com/flashcards/does-economics-assume-that-people-act-in-by-dr-robert-murphy-mises?pdf=3044

Interactive Question:
http://www.quizover.com/question/does-economics-assume-that-people-act-in-by-dr-robert-murphy-mises?pdf=3044
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4.1.2. What does it mean to say Crusoe creates goods with his "mind powers"?

 

What does it mean to say Crusoe creates goods with his "mind powers"?

 
Obviously we do not mean that Crusoe has magical powers to conjure up coconuts through thought.

What we meant by this section title is that coconuts (or vines, sticks, etc.) are not goods merely because of

their intrinsic properties.

In order to become economic goods, someone (Crusoe in this case) has to use his mind to classify them as

scarce objects that can help him achieve his objectives.

 
 

Author: Robert Murphy

Check the answer of this question online at QuizOver.com:
Question: What does it mean to say Crusoe creates by Dr. Robert Murphy @Mises

Flashcards:
http://www.quizover.com/flashcards/what-does-it-mean-to-say-crusoe-creates-by-dr-robert-murphy-mises?pdf=3044
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4.1.3. Can leisure be more physically demanding than work?

 

Can leisure be more physically demanding than work?

 
Yes, as a footnote explained, it's possible that Crusoe enjoys

swimming in the ocean as a leisure activity. This is much more

physically taxing than other chores such as gathering twigs for

a fire. Presumably Crusoe does not derive direct pleasure from

collecting twigs, and so this activity is work, not leisure.
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Check the answer of this question online at QuizOver.com:
Question: Can leisure be more physically demanding by Dr. Robert Murphy @Mises

Flashcards:
http://www.quizover.com/flashcards/can-leisure-be-more-physically-demanding-by-dr-robert-murphy-mises?pdf=3044

Interactive Question:
http://www.quizover.com/question/can-leisure-be-more-physically-demanding-by-dr-robert-murphy-mises?pdf=3044
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4.1.4. Why does Crusoe need to worry about depreciation of his capital goods?

 

Why does Crusoe need to worry about depreciation of his capital goods?

 
If Crusoe ignores the wearing away of the pole, he will experience

a sudden drop in his consumption. After going to the

trouble of investing in capital goods, Crusoe needs to maintain

them (by investing enough to offset depreciation) if he wants

to remain at his higher standard of living.
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Check the answer of this question online at QuizOver.com:
Question: Why does Crusoe need to worry about depreciation by Dr. Robert Murphy

Flashcards:
http://www.quizover.com/flashcards/why-does-crusoe-need-to-worry-about-depreciation-by-dr-robert-murphy?pdf=3044

Interactive Question:
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4.1.5. How do expectations affect someone's decisions?

 

How do expectations affect someone's decisions?

 
The term expectations is simply economist jargon for forecasts.

For every action, a person relies on his or her forecasts

of the future; that's the whole point of acting, to try to influence

future events. The text dealt with an example of Crusoe

building a raft, only to realize he couldn't get out to the open

sea. But even more mundane actions rely on expectations. For

example, Crusoe "expects" that if he climbs a tree, he will be

able to knock coconuts down, and that the coconuts will not be

full of spiders when he cracks them open.
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Check the answer of this question online at QuizOver.com:
Question: How do expectations affect someone s decisions by Dr. Robert Murphy

Flashcards:
http://www.quizover.com/flashcards/how-do-expectations-affect-someone-s-decisions-by-dr-robert-murphy?pdf=3044

Interactive Question:
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4.1.6. Explain why an object only becomes a good when a person incorporate...

 

Explain why an object only becomes a good when a person incorporates it into his plans.

 
Something is a good not because of its physical properties, but

because a person subjectively values it. If people didn't enjoy

smoking, then tobacco would cease being a (production) good

and would be the equivalent of a weed. A person values an object

as a good because the person has a plan in which that object will

help to achieve a goal.

Sample Partial Credit Answer

A person gives value to a good by thinking about it.
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Check the answer of this question online at QuizOver.com:
Question: Explain why an object only becomes a good by Dr. Robert Murphy @Mises

Flashcards:
http://www.quizover.com/flashcards/explain-why-an-object-only-becomes-a-good-by-dr-robert-murphy-mises?pdf=3044
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4.1.7. Identify the distinction between a producer and a consumer good.

 

Identify the distinction between a producer and a consumer good.

 
A consumer good directly satisfies goals or preferences. A producer

good isn't directly useful, but it can be used to make other

producer goods or consumer goods.
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Check the answer of this question online at QuizOver.com:
Question: Identify the distinction between a producer by Dr. Robert Murphy

Flashcards:
http://www.quizover.com/flashcards/identify-the-distinction-between-a-producer-by-dr-robert-murphy?pdf=3044

Interactive Question:
http://www.quizover.com/question/identify-the-distinction-between-a-producer-by-dr-robert-murphy?pdf=3044
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4.1.8. Explain why a person in Robinson Crusoe's position would want, on a...

 

Explain why a person in Robinson Crusoe's position would want, on any given day, to harvest more coconuts than

he or she planned on consuming that day.

 
By producing more than he consumes, Crusoe can save coconuts

over time. This stockpile of savings will help Crusoe if he gets sick

or wants to take a day off in the future. It will also allow Crusoe to

spend his work days making tools instead of collecting coconuts

with his bare hands.

Sample Partial Credit Answer

This way Crusoe can save.
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Check the answer of this question online at QuizOver.com:
Question: Explain why a person in Robinson Crusoe by Dr. Robert Murphy @Mises

Flashcards:
http://www.quizover.com/flashcards/explain-why-a-person-in-robinson-crusoe-by-dr-robert-murphy-mises?pdf=3044

Interactive Question:
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4.1.9. Water is necessary for life, but restaurants give it away for free....

 

Water is necessary for life, but restaurants give it away for free.

 
Diamonds are mere décor, serving only vanity, but they cannot be had cheaply.

 
Explain this so-called "water-diamond paradox."

 
People evaluate goods on the margin. No one chooses between

all the water in the world and all the diamonds. Diamonds are

much scarcer than water, because their total supply can't satisfy

all the desires for it, but water is relatively much more plentiful.

Sample Partial Credit Answer

There is more water than diamonds
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Check the answer of this question online at QuizOver.com:
Question: Water is necessary for life but restaurants by Dr. Robert Murphy

Flashcards:
http://www.quizover.com/flashcards/water-is-necessary-for-life-but-restaurants-by-dr-robert-murphy?pdf=3044

Interactive Question:
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4.1.10. Explain the following scenario.

Rory looked at the mess that the bu...

 

Explain the following scenario.

 
Rory looked at the mess that the burglars had made . . .

 
People don't care simply about the market value of things, they

also value items for emotional reasons. Rory could eventually replace

the other items over time by buying new ones. But he won't

be able to replace the lost ring, even though he would be willing

to pay a lot of money to do so.
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Check the answer of this question online at QuizOver.com:
Question: Explain the following scenario. Rory looked by Dr. Robert Murphy

Flashcards:
http://www.quizover.com/flashcards/explain-the-following-scenario-rory-looked-by-dr-robert-murphy?pdf=3044

Interactive Question:
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